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 Trending 
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 Florian Xhekaj eager to play after first practice with Laval Rocket
 The team hasn't decided yet if he'll see action in Thursday's game in Cleveland.
   Laval Rocket  

 [image: Florian Xhekaj gets high-fives from teammates on the bench] 
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 Lane Hutson focused on NCAA Men’s Frozen Four, but NHL looms for Canadiens prospect
     with Video 
  Hockey Inside Out  

 [image: Boston University's Lane Hutson (20) looks to pass the puck during the third period of a regional final against Minnesota in the men's NCAA college hockey tournament, Saturday, March 30, 2024, in Sioux Falls, S.D.] 
   Montreal Canadiens   
 Alex Newhook believes he can be top-six forward on rebuilding Canadiens
     with Video 
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 [image: Alex Newhook leans over preparing for a faceoff] 
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 Cowan: Canadiens' Suzuki has played key role in Slafkovsky's emergence
     with Video 13 Comments
  Hockey Inside Out  

 [image: Canadiens' Juraj Slafkovsky, wearing the Habs' red home jersey, is seen with his stick in the follow-through position to the left of Flyers' goalie Samuel Ersson with the puck seen behind Ersson in the mesh of the net.] 
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 About Last Night: Slafkovsky gets hat trick in 9-3 rout over Flyers
     with Video 17 Comments
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 [image: Cole Caufield smiles sitting on the bench and touching gloves with a smiling Juraj Slafkovsky] 
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Montreal Canadiens

	 Hidden Game: Canadiens explode against slumping Flyers in 9-3 rout
 John Tortorella has lost eight games in a row as the Flyers head coach.
     with Video 84 Comments
  17 hours ago    Montreal Canadiens  

 [image: The puck is midair in the Flyers net as the goalie looks behind him and Canadiens' Slafkovsky skates by] 
You can save this article by registering for free here. Or sign-in if you have an account.










	 Photos: Flyers at Canadiens, April 9, 2024
 The Philadelphia Flyers visit the Bell Centre. Photos by Pierre Obendrauf of The Gazette.
   18 hours ago    Montreal Canadiens  

 [image: Canadiens players smile as they gather on the ice. Juraj Slafkovsky sticks out his tongue.] 
You can save this article by registering for free here. Or sign-in if you have an account.
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	 Liveblog replay: Slafkovsky scores first career hat-trick, Canadiens beat Flyers 9-3
 Christian Dvorak will play his first game for the Canadiens since Dec. 30.
 713 Comments
  22 hours ago    Hockey Inside Out  

 [image: Tanner Pearson extends his stick toward the puck while lying on the ice as a Flyers player skates next to him] 
You can save this article by registering for free here. Or sign-in if you have an account.










	 Canadiens sign Florian Xhekaj to NHL entry-level contract
 Younger brother of Arber Xhekaj, 19, will join the AHL's Laval Rocket for the end of this season.
     with Video 17 Comments
  1 day ago    Hockey Inside Out  

 [image: Florian Xhekaj, 19, is seen skating front and centre with a big smile on face after scoring a goal in OHL action.] 
You can save this article by registering for free here. Or sign-in if you have an account.










	 Stu Cowan: Canadiens' Joel Armia has taken hand brake off his game
 Being sent down to the AHL's Laval Rocket and working with mental-performance coach have turned his game around at age 30.
     with Video 11 Comments
  1 day ago    Hockey Inside Out  

 [image: Canadiens' Joel Armia, wearing the Habs' home red jersey, is seen with his stick in the air, lurking in front of crouching Lightning goalie Matt Tomkins. He is clearly looking for a rebound, with the puck seen off to the right of the goalie's pad.] 
You can save this article by registering for free here. Or sign-in if you have an account.
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NHL

	 Burning Questions: Is Connor Zary a full-time centre now?
 On the latest episode of Burning Questions, Postmedia’s Rob Wong chats with Postmedia Calgary Flames writer Wes Gilbertson about Connor Zary’s potential as a centre in the NHL, Nazem Kadri’s impressive season and Oliver Kylington being named the Flames’ nominee for the Bill Masterton Trophy.
     with Video 
  43 minutes ago   Calgary Flames 

 [image: Connor Zary] 
You can save this article by registering for free here. Or sign-in if you have an account.










	 NHL bracing for potential Coyotes relocation to Salt Lake City for next season: Report
 The Desert Dogs could be heading to higher ground.
     with Video 
  1 hour ago    NHL  

 [image: Arizona Coyotes' Josh Doan (right) smiles as he celebrates his two-goal NHL debut.] 
You can save this article by registering for free here. Or sign-in if you have an account.
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	 Past results meaningless in any Oilers-Golden Knights playoff rematch
 There is plenty hanging overhead whenever the Edmonton Oilers square off against the Vegas Golden Knights lately.
   50 minutes ago   Edmonton Oilers 

 [image: Connor McDavid] 
You can save this article by registering for free here. Or sign-in if you have an account.










	 Message delivered: When NHL head coaches go public with criticism
 Sheldon Keefe walked into the Maple Leafs locker room and did something he loathed.
   2 hours ago    NHL  

 [image: Toronto Maple Leafs head coach Sheldon Keefe argues with referee Pierre Lambert (37) during second period NHL hockey action against the Florida Panthers in Toronto on Tuesday, January 17, 2023.] 
You can save this article by registering for free here. Or sign-in if you have an account.










	 Garrioch: Senators search for head coach will step up once season is over
 Steve Staios has his work cut out for him with the start of another important off-season for the Ottawa Senators less than a week away.
   2 hours ago    NHL  

 [image: Former Minnesota Wild coach Dean Evason.] 
You can save this article by registering for free here. Or sign-in if you have an account.
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PWHL

	 Off-ice success has followed PWHL's lead on-ice
 Finding an area the PWHL had more success than on the ice itself through its first three months is no small feat.
   1 day ago    PWHL  

 [image: allie munro] 
You can save this article by registering for free here. Or sign-in if you have an account.










	 O’Neill scores twice for Canada in 5-0 win over Czechia in women’s world hockey
 PWHL Montreal goaltender Ann-Renée Desbiens posted a 13-save shutout in her second win of the tournament for Canada.
   2 days ago    Hockey  

 [image: Hockey players hug to celebrate a goal] 
You can save this article by registering for free here. Or sign-in if you have an account.
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	 PWHL, international crossover extends beyond players at world championship
 "The quick turnaround of the PWHL and just how fast you have to prepare for games, it's similar to a world championship because you've got to turn some important information around very quickly, so the speed at which things happen, it's very similar," says Kori Cheverie, head coach of PWHL Montreal.
   4 days ago    Hockey  

 [image: Canada head coach Troy Ryan, second left, gives directions to players with assistant coaches from left to right, Kori Cheverie, Caroline Ouellette and Courtney Kessel during their game against Switzerland at the IIHF Women's World Hockey Championship in Utica, N.Y., Friday, April 5, 2024.] 
You can save this article by registering for free here. Or sign-in if you have an account.










	 Darrell Davis: Silliness in sports from Sacramento to Saskatchewan
 Jon Rahm can soon return to ObLIVion with the other golfing mercenaries
   5 days ago    Sports  

 [image: Toronto Blue Jays manager John Schneider (left) keeps making strange decisions] 
You can save this article by registering for free here. Or sign-in if you have an account.










	 AT THE BREAK: How the PWHL is shaping up on the ice
 Part 1 in a four-part series examining the PWHL and it’s success thus far in it’s first year in existence
   5 days ago    PWHL  

 [image: Minnesota forward Sophia Kunin works against Toronto defender Olivia Knowles.] 
You can save this article by registering for free here. Or sign-in if you have an account.
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Hockey

	 Quebec Superior Court judge authorizes QMJHL hazing class-action lawsuit
 Carl Latulippe, a former Quebec minor hockey star, alleged abuse suffered while playing for two teams in the mid-1990s.
   1 hour ago    Hockey  

 [image: QMJHL logo] 
You can save this article by registering for free here. Or sign-in if you have an account.










	 NHL bracing for potential Coyotes relocation to Salt Lake City for next season: Report
 The Desert Dogs could be heading to higher ground.
     with Video 
  1 hour ago    NHL  

 [image: Arizona Coyotes' Josh Doan (right) smiles as he celebrates his two-goal NHL debut.] 
You can save this article by registering for free here. Or sign-in if you have an account.
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	 Paul Bissonnette rips New York Rangers fans: ‘You guys smoking rocks’
 Rangers fans were unhappy with some hits in the team's loss to the Islanders
   3 hours ago    NHL  

 [image: Mika Zibanejad of the New York Rangers is attended during Tuesday's game against the Islanders.] 
You can save this article by registering for free here. Or sign-in if you have an account.










	 Like father, like son, Max Domi helping an elite Leafs scorer thrive
 They’re the common Domi denominator for significant scoring numbers by two generations of elite Maple Leaf centres.
   6 hours ago   Toronto Maple Leafs 

 [image: Toronto Maple Leafs' Auston Matthews (34) celebrates his goal with Max Domi (11).] 
You can save this article by registering for free here. Or sign-in if you have an account.










	 Auston Matthews on Route 66, heading for 70 goals, in Maple Leafs' win over Devils
 One night he’s called crazy good by Sidney Crosby, the next he’s passing Alex Ovechkin’s best single-season goal total, plus tying Dave Keon’s Toronto career mark and now nearing Mario Lemieux’s 30-year NHL mark of 69.
   22 hours ago   Toronto Maple Leafs 

 [image: Auston Matthews of the Toronto Maple Leafs] 
You can save this article by registering for free here. Or sign-in if you have an account.
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Laval Rocket

	 Rocket's Lias Andersson wonders if he has a future with the Canadiens
 The Swedish native, 25, has 110 games of NHL experience, but has spent the entire season in the AHl with Laval.
     with Video 6 Comments
  2 days ago    Hockey Inside Out  

 [image: Rocket's Lias Andersson is seen in Laval's white jersey speaking to teammate Philippe Maillet, who has his back to the camera, during an AHL hockey game in Laval last November.] 
You can save this article by registering for free here. Or sign-in if you have an account.










	 Justin Barron's defensive game has improved playing for AHL's Rocket
 "He's much harder to play against and much better with his stick. He's physical," Laval head coach Jean-François Houle says about 22-year-old.
     with Video 
  6 days ago    Hockey Inside Out  

 [image: Rocket defenceman Justin Barron follows through on a slapshot during practice at the Place Bell Sports Complex in Laval last month.] 
You can save this article by registering for free here. Or sign-in if you have an account.
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	 What the Puck: Juraj Slafkovsky looks more and more like the real deal
 A lot of his improvement has seen him using his size and weight to better protect the puck, but he's also playing some really smart hockey.
     with Video 18 Comments
  March 30, 2024    Hockey Inside Out  

 [image: Gazette reporter Brendan Kelly talks to Canadiens fan Jennifer Lane outside McLean's Pub in Montreal.] 
You can save this article by registering for free here. Or sign-in if you have an account.










	 Rocket's Bisson excited to take young players under his wing
 Defenceman was coaxed back to Laval this season by head coach Jean-François Houle, who envisioned a mentorship role for the veteran.
     with Video 9 Comments
  March 26, 2024    Hockey Inside Out  

 [image: Rocket defenceman Tobie Bisson sets up in front of the net during practice at the Place Bell Sports Complex in Laval last week.] 
You can save this article by registering for free here. Or sign-in if you have an account.










	 'I'm finally here and I'm really excited,' Canadiens prospect Reinbacher says
 Montreal's top pick last year (No. 5 overall) enjoyed his first practise with the Rocket on Tuesday and all the media attention it entailed.
     with Video 12 Comments
  March 19, 2024    Hockey Inside Out  

 [image: Canadiens prospect David Reinbacher is seen in full stride during Rocket practice in Laval on Tuesday.] 
You can save this article by registering for free here. Or sign-in if you have an account.
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